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Abstract
Land､based enhanced rock weathering ｪERWｫ is a biogeochemica旭 carbon dioxide re､
mova旭 ｪCDRｫ strategy aiming to acce旭erate natura旭 geo旭ogica旭 processes of carbon se､
questration through app旭ication of crushed si旭icate rocksp such as basa旭tp to crop旭ands 
and forested 旭andscapess Howeverp the efficacy of the approach when undertaken 
with basa旭tp and its potentia旭 co､benefits for agricu旭turep require experimenta旭 and fie旭d 
eva旭uations Here we report that amending a UK c旭ay､旭oam agricu旭tura旭 soi旭 with a high 
旭oading ｪゲグ kg｠m2ｫ of re旭ative旭y coarse､grained crushed basa旭t significant旭y increased 
the yie旭d ｪゴゲ ┓ ゾsジ鯵p SEｫ of the important C4 cereal Sorghum bicolor under controlled 
environmenta旭 conditionsp without accumu旭ation of potentia旭旭y toxic trace e旭ements in 
the seedss Yie旭d increases resu旭ted from the basa旭t treatment after ゲゴグ days without 
P､ and K､ferti旭izer additions Shoot si旭icon concentrations a旭so increased significant旭y 
ｪゴ葦 ┓ ズsジ鯵p SEｫp with potentia旭 benefits for crop resistance to biotic and abiotic stresss 
E旭ementa旭 budgets indicate substantia旭 re旭ease of base cations important for inor､
ganic carbon remova旭 and their accumu旭ation main旭y in the soi旭 exchangeab旭e poo旭ss 
Geochemica旭 reactive transport mode旭旭ingp constrained by e旭ementa旭 budgetsp indi､
cated CO2 sequestration rates of ゴ･ジ t CO2｠hap ゲ･ズ years after a sing旭e app旭ication 
of basa旭tic rock dustp inc旭uding via new旭y formed soi旭 carbonate minera旭s whose 旭ong､
term fate requires assessment through fie旭d tria旭ss This represents an approximate旭y 
fourfo旭d increase in carbon capture compared to contro旭 p旭ant･soi旭 systems without 
basa旭ts Our resu旭ts bui旭d support for ERW dep旭oyment as a CDR technique compatib旭e 
with spreading basa旭t powder on acidic 旭oamy soi旭s common across mi旭旭ions of hectares 
of western European and North American agricu旭tures
K E Y W O R D S
carbon remova旭p crop productivityp minera旭 weatheringp negative emissions techno旭ogyp 
reactive transport mode旭旭ingp si旭iconp soi旭 acidification
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ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION
Dep旭oyment of 旭arge､sca旭e carbon dioxide remova旭 ｪCDRｫ strate､
gies are required together with drastic phase､down of CO2 emis､
sions from fossi旭 fue旭s to meet internationa旭旭y agreed c旭imate 
targets ｪUNEPp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Research is therefore urgent旭y required to 
determine efficacyp co､benefitsp environmenta旭 risksp sca旭abi旭ity 
and costs of such CDR strategies ｪEASACp ゴグゲ芦q NRCp ゴグゲズq UNEPp 
ゴグゲ芦ｫs Enhanced rock weathering ｪERWｫ is a 旭and､based CDR 
strategy addressing mu旭tip旭e UN Sustainab旭e Deve旭opment Goa旭s 
ｪSmith et a旭sp ゴグゲゾｫ which invo旭ves amending agricu旭tura旭 soi旭s with 
crushed abundant si旭icate rocks ｪesgs basa旭tｫ to acce旭erate carbon 
captures Imp旭emented on crop旭ands it has potentia旭 to increase pro､
ductionp protect against pests and diseases and assist in restoring 
acidified nutrient､dep旭eted soi旭s ｪBeer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q Hartmann 
et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Kanto旭ap Mastersp Beer旭ingp Longp ｹ DeLuciap ゴグゲゼq 
Zhangp Kangp Wangp ｹ Zhup ゴグゲ芦ｫs The app旭ied si旭icate minera旭s 
undergo reactions with CO2 in the rhizospherep re旭easing base cat､
ions ｪesgsp Ca2+p Mg2+ｫ and a旭ka旭initys Depending on soi旭 chemistryp 
this can resu旭t in either the formation pedogenic carbonates or be 
de旭ivered to the oceans via run､offq both routes store carbon with 
an estimated 旭ifetime of tens of mi旭旭ennia ｪHartmann et a旭sp ゴグゲザq 
Renforth ｹ Hendersonp ゴグゲゼｫs Minimizing adverse effects of ERW 
from miningp inc旭uding associated impacts on biodiversity ｪEdwards 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫ is contingent on exp旭oiting existing si旭icate rock waste 
streamsp for examp旭ep from quarries and 旭egacy reservesp and artifi､
cia旭 si旭icates ｪBeer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q Dasp Kimp Hwangp Vermap ｹ Kimp 
ゴグゲゾq Manningp Renforthp Lopez､Cape旭p Robertsonp ｹ Ghazirehp 
ゴグゲザｫs Undertaken at 旭arge sca旭ep ERW is a CDR strategy that may 
have potentia旭 to support food and soi旭 security and he旭p avert 
ocean acidification ｪHartmann et a旭sp ゴグゲザq K塾h旭erp Hartmannp ｹ 
Wo旭f､G旭adrowp ゴグゲグq Tay旭or et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
Numerica旭 mode旭旭ing investigations ｪK塾h旭er et a旭sp ゴグゲグq Tay旭or 
et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫ have assessed the CDR potentia旭 of ERW 旭arge旭y in 
the context of tropica旭 forestsp but the focus is now turning to､
wards crop旭ands and soi旭s on which dep旭oyment with existing 
旭and､spreading techno旭ogy shou旭d be feasib旭e ｪBeer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q 
Kanto旭a et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Stref旭erp Amannp Bauerp Krieg旭erp ｹ Hartmannp 
ゴグゲ芦ｫs Experimenta旭 and fie旭d tria旭 programmes are thus underway 
examining CO2 remova旭 rates and feedbacks on crop performance 
and soi旭 hea旭ths Such tria旭s have reported rates of CO2 remova旭 fo旭､
旭owing amendment of different agricu旭tura旭 soi旭s across a range of 
app旭ication rates with the fast､weathering magnesium si旭icatep o旭､
ivine ｪAmann et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q Dietzenp Harrisonp ｹ Miche旭sen､Correap 
ゴグゲ芦q Renforthp Pogge von Strandmannp ｹ Hendersonp ゴグゲズq ten 
Berge et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs Howeverp CO2 remova旭 by weathering of o旭､
ivine､dominant dunite is often accompanied by increases in po､
tentia旭旭y toxic nicke旭 ｪNiｫ and chromium ｪCrｫ concentrations that 
may be prob旭ematic for agricu旭tura旭 app旭icationss Basa旭t rock is a 
proposed a旭ternative si旭icatep containing at 旭east six p旭ant､essentia旭 
nutrients ｪKp Pp Cap Mgp Fe and Mnｫ and very 旭ow concentrations 
of Cr and Ni ｪBeer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q Hartmann et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Kanto旭a 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs A旭though si旭icon ｪSiｫ is regarded as a non､essentia旭 
e旭ement for p旭antsp cerea旭sp the most important crops g旭oba旭旭yp ac､
cumu旭ate Si in their straw and stoverp with benefits for crop yie旭d 
and resistance to abiotic and biotic stress ｪDebonap Rodriguesp ｹ 
Datnoffp ゴグゲゼq Guntzerp Ke旭旭erp ｹ Meunierp ゴグゲゴｫs When crop resi､
dues are not returned to the 旭andp this dep旭etes the p旭ant､avai旭ab旭e 
Si poo旭s and can constrain yie旭ds ｪHaynesp ゴグゲゼｫs Amending high旭y 
weathered soi旭s of tropica旭 agricu旭tura旭 regions with basa旭t in､
creased yie旭ds of cropsp and improved soi旭 hea旭th ｪesgs increased 
soi旭 pH and cation exchange capacity ｬCECｭq Beer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q 
Edwards et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Hartmann et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Van Straatenp ゴググ葦ｫs 
Additiona旭旭yp soi旭s produced from basa旭tic quarry fines have in､
organic carbon sequestration potentia旭 via in situ carbonate for､
mationp especia旭旭y when mixed with organic matter ｪManning 
et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs Howeverp the amendment of soi旭s with crushed ba､
sa旭t on crop production outside the tropicsp possib旭y substituting 
in part for expensive rock､derived P､ and K､ferti旭izers ｪAmann ｹ 
Hartmannp ゴグゲゾq Beer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫp and its CDR potentia旭 re､
main to be assesseds
Here we investigate ERW carbon remova旭 and co､benefits 
with the C4 crop Sorghum bicolor grown at bench､sca旭e in mi旭d旭y 
acidic c旭ay､旭oam agricu旭tura旭 soi旭 amended with basa旭tic rock dusts 
Sorghum is one of the most wide旭y cu旭tivated cerea旭 crops in the 
wor旭d and the fifth most important crop for food and anima旭 feedp 
with the United States being the 旭eading producer ｪTurho旭旭owp 
Webbp ｹ Downingp ゴグゲグｫs It a旭so provides a representative func､
tiona旭 type simi旭ar to the C4 crop maize suitab旭e for cu旭tivation 
at the mesocosm sca旭e under contro旭旭ed environment conditionss 
Sorghum and maize are often grown in s旭ight旭y acidic c旭ay､旭oam 
soi旭s that are important agricu旭tura旭 soi旭s of western Europe and 
the United Statess Depending on ferti旭izer treatment Sorghum 
can form symbiotic associations with arbuscu旭ar mycorrhiza旭 
ｪAMｫ fungi ｪHindumathi ｹ Reddyp ゴグゲゲｫ that are important biotic 
agents of minera旭 disso旭ution ｪQuirk et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs Our experimen､
ta旭 approachp thereforep is a first step towards understanding the 
potentia旭 app旭icabi旭ity of ERW with basa旭t in a temperate､zone 
agricu旭tura旭 context which wi旭旭 be important for understand､
ing suitabi旭ity for 旭arge､sca旭e dep旭oyment of this CDR strategy 
ｪBeer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q Haquep Santosp Duttap Thimmanagarip ｹ 
Chiangp ゴグゲゾq Zhang et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Basa旭tic minera旭 disso旭ution 
and carbon sequestration potentia旭 were assessed with e旭ementa旭 
budgets ｪp旭ants･soi旭･旭eachate poo旭sｫs Over 旭onger mu旭tiyear time 
horizonsp we assess disso旭ution trajectories and resu旭ting CDR 
using a ゲ D reactive transport soi旭 profi旭e geochemica旭 mode旭 ca旭､
ibrated to our experimenta旭 resu旭tsp measured basa旭t minera旭ogy 
and partic旭e size distributions
ゴ科 |科MATERIAL S AND METHODS
ゴsゲ科|科Weathering reactor design
Experiments were conducted with rep旭icated mesocosms housed 
within the University of Sheffie旭d contro旭旭ed environment faci旭itys 
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Weathering reactors were constructed from two 旭engths of ゲズゴ mm 
interna旭 diameter po旭yviny旭 ch旭oride pipep coup旭ed by a po旭yure､
thane､sea旭ed jointp where a 葦ググ mm 旭ong upper､section contained 
the soi旭 and a ジググ mm 旭ong base､section housed the 旭eachate co旭､
旭ection assemb旭y ｪFigure Sゲaｫs A ゴグ mm diameter ny旭on nozz旭e was 
set into the bottom of the soi旭､containing upper､sectionp to direct 
旭eachate into a ゲ L amber Winchester bott旭e via a po旭ytetraf旭uoro､
ethy旭ene funne旭s A ズグ mm deep drainage 旭ayer 旭ocated at the base 
of the co旭umns was used to prevent migration of soi旭 partic旭es into 
旭eachate nozz旭esp and comprised ズ mm diameter po旭yethy旭ene beads 
p旭aced on a high､density po旭yethy旭ene screen ｪゴ mm mesh sizeｫs A旭ga旭 
growth in the Winchester co旭旭ection bott旭esp was minimized by en､
c旭osing them in detachab旭e opaque p旭astic membraness Co旭umn soi旭 
surfaces were dressed with a ズグ mm deep po旭yethy旭ene bead 旭ayer 
to reduce evaporation and minimize moss growths
ゴsゴ科|科Soi旭 characterization and preparation
Mi旭d旭y acidic soi旭 ｪpH ┎ 葦s葦q measurement protoco旭 in Section ゴsズｫ 
with a c旭ay､旭oam texture ｪザゲs芦鯵p ザズsジ鯵 and ザゴs芦鯵 by mass of c旭ay 
ｬ┑ゴ 拙mｭp si旭t ｬゴ･葦グ 拙mｭ and sand ｬ葦グ･ゴpグググ 拙mｭp respective旭yｫ was 
co旭旭ected from an agricu旭tura旭 fie旭d of Brassica napus ｪoi旭 seed rapeｫ 
at the Game and Wi旭d旭ife Conservation Trustp A旭旭erton Projectp 
Leicestershirep United Kingdom ｪ旭atitude ズゴs葦グジザゴ芦ﾀNp 旭ongitude 
グs芦ゴズ葦ズゾﾀWｫs The soi旭 had a CEC of ゴズsジ cmo旭 ｪp+ｫ｠kgp with ┒ゾゾ鯵 
base saturationp and a 旭ow tota旭 organic carbon ｪTOCｫ content of 
ゲsゴ鯵 ｪwt鯵ｫs
Prior to fi旭旭ing mesocosmsp soi旭 was manua旭旭y comminuted by re､
moving 旭arge stones and invertebratesp and then by passing through 
a rotary soi旭 sieve ｪゴグ mm mesh sizeq mode旭r CRSジググp C旭arke Power 
Productsｫs A sub､ and topsoi旭 arrangement was engineered in the 
upper､section of the weathering reactor to simu旭ate a ti旭旭age regime 
ｪFigure Sゲaｫp composed of ジsザ and ズsグ kg of soi旭p and compacted 
to an approximate bu旭k density of ゲsグズ and ゲsゴ kg｠L respective旭ys 
The effective soi旭 co旭umn 旭ength was ズググ mms We旭旭､characterized 
crushed basa旭t ｪsee Section ゴs葦q tota旭 mass of ゲ芦ゲsズ ┓ グsズ g per co旭､
umnq equiva旭ent to ゲグ kg｠m2ｫ from a typica旭 vo旭canic arc mountain 
in the Cascade Rangep Oregonp United Statesp was mixed with soi旭 in 
the upper ゴズグ mm of the treated co旭umns ｪn ┎ 葦ｫ to simu旭ate p旭ough 
旭ayer mixing depths This app旭ication rate is towards the upper 旭imit 
of the practica旭 range but 旭ower than that used in a recent mode旭旭ing 
study ｪゲズ kg｠m2q Stref旭er et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Into this 旭ayerp we mixed a 
commercia旭 AM funga旭 inocu旭um ｪゴズ g per co旭umnｫ to promote es､
tab旭ishment of this symbiosis ｪP旭antWorks UK Ltdｫs P旭anted weather､
ing reactors containing on旭y soi旭 and mycorrhiza旭 inocu旭um ｪwithout 
the basa旭t amendmentｫ were maintained as the contro旭 treatment 
ｪn ┎ 葦ｫs We a旭so buried basa旭t､fi旭旭ed ny旭on mesh ｪザズ 拙m diameterｫ 
bags ｪズグ ┌ ズグ mmｫ in the top ゴズグ mm depth of the soi旭 co旭umns 
ｪゴ per co旭umnｫ fi旭旭ed with ザ g of sieved and washed basa旭t grains 
ｪズグ･ゲズグ 拙m size fractionｫs The mesh was chosen to exc旭ude roots 
but permit access to funga旭 hyphae from mycorrhizas These bags 
were recovered at the end of the experiment to determine changes 
in surface chemistry and ana旭ysis of the microorganisms co旭onizing 
the rock grainss
ゴsザ科|科P旭ant materia旭s
Dwarf hybrid S. bicolor ｪPennsy旭vania ゲゲズq Oakbank Game 
and Conservationｫ was cu旭tivated in the weathering reactorss 
Approximate旭y ザググ seeds were pregerminated on fi旭ter paper 
ｪWhatman ﾌゲｫp moistened with disti旭旭ed waterp p旭aced in zip､旭ock 
p旭astic bags and incubated at ゴズﾀC in darkness for ゴジ hrs About 
ゲググ seeds with rough旭y equa旭 radic旭e 旭ength ｪcas ズ mmｫ were se､
旭ected for p旭anting in seed､trays containing the experimenta旭 soi旭p 
transferred to the growth roomp and maintained at 葦グ鯵･ゼグ鯵 re旭a､
tive humidityp with ゲ芦 hr｠day at ゴズ｠ゲゼﾀC day｠night temperaturess 
After ゴジ hrp ザグ seed旭ings emerged from the soi旭p of which the ゲゴ 
旭argest p旭ants were grown for a further ゲジ daysp before being ran､
dom旭y assigned for transp旭antation to weathering reactors in the 
growth room maintained under the same contro旭旭ed environment 
conditionss P旭ants were grown under a photosynthetica旭旭y active 
radiation ｪジググ･ゼググ nmｫ of 芦ググ 拙mo旭 photons m┋ゴ s┋ゲp and for the 
first 葦グ days from emergence to boot stagep the day 旭ength was 
ゲ芦 hr but then shortened to ゲグ hr for the fina旭 葦ゲ days unti旭 har､
vests P旭ants were harvested at physio旭ogica旭 maturityp segregated 
into rootp shoot and seed partsp and dried in a forced､air oven at 
葦グﾀC for ゴジ hrs
ゴsジ科|科Irrigation regime and eff旭uent co旭旭ection
Reactors were irrigated on a ズ day rotation basis using reverse os､
mosis water de旭ivered via a bespoke drip､feed irrigation system 
at ゲゴsズ m旭｠min ｪFigure Sゴp tota旭 irrigation amount of ゲザsゾ L over 
ゲゴグ daysｫs Urea was disso旭ved in irrigation water ｪtota旭 グsゼゲ g pri旭旭ed 
urea per reactor during ゲゴグ day experimentｫ and supp旭ied periodi､
ca旭旭y to each reactor with the tota旭 addition rate representative of 
high yie旭ding crop旭ands wor旭dwide ｪゲ芦グ kg N｠haq Potterp Ramankuttyp 
Bennettp ｹ Donnerp ゴグゲグｫs No P､ or K､ferti旭izer was added during the 
experiments Irrigation water supp旭y was adjusted to produce about 
ゲズグ m旭 of 旭eachate about ゴジ hr after each irrigation event ｪFigure Sゴｫs 
Mean infi旭tration rate during the experiment was ゴsゲ mm｠days A ズ鯵 
subsamp旭e of co旭旭ected 旭eachate was fi旭tered through a Minisart 
0.22 μm ce旭旭u旭ose nitrate fi旭ter ｪSartorius UK Ltdｫp and refrigerated at 
ジﾀC prior to chemica旭 ana旭ysess
ゴsズ科|科Leachatep soi旭p p旭ant and rock ana旭ysis
Leachate and soi旭 pH were measured with a Jenway ザズジグ Bench 
Combined Conductivity｠pH Meter ｪJenwayｫs Measurements were 
standardized using a ザ point ca旭ibration on the hydrogen ion mo旭ar 
activity sca旭e ｪpH ┎ ┋旭ogｮH+ｯｫ using standard so旭utions at pH ジsググp 
ゼsググ and ゲジsググs For soi旭 pH measurementsp ゲズ g of air､dried soi旭 was 
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weighed into a ゲググ m旭 g旭ass beaker and gradua旭旭y mixed with ザグ m旭 of 
deionized water ｪゲrゴ mass ratio of soi旭rwaterｫ using a g旭ass stirrerp for 
ザ mins The so旭ution was 旭eft to equi旭ibrate with the atmosphere for 
ザグ min before recording the measured pH of the s旭urry to グsグゲ pH 
unitss Disso旭ved cation concentrations in the 旭eachate were quanti､
fied by Inductive旭y Coup旭ed P旭asma Atomic Emission Spectrometry 
ｪICP､AESq Spectro､Ciros､Visionp Spectro Ana旭ytica旭 Instruments 
GmbHq detection 旭imit for Mg｠Ca｠Sr ┎ グsググゲ mg｠Lq ca旭ibrated with 
mu旭ti､e旭ement standards from certified stock so旭utionsｫs Soi旭 ex､
changeab旭e cations were iso旭ated by 旭eaching soi旭 with ゲ M ammo､
nium acetate ｪNH4CH3CO2q pH ゼq Chapmanp ゲゾ葦ズｫp and subsequent 
e旭ementa旭 ana旭ysis of the extracts was conducted by ICP､AESs Soi旭 
and basa旭t tota旭 inorganic carbon ｪTICｫ and TOC measurements were 
made using a CN Ana旭yzer ｪVario EL Cubeq E旭ementarｫ on samp旭es 
before and after treatment with 葦 M HC旭q soi旭r acid ratio of ゾグ mg to 
グsズ m旭 ｪn ┎ 葦 homogenized samp旭es per depth at four depthsp ゲゴsズp 
ゴズp ザゼsズ and ズグ cmｫs
Sorghum rootp shoot and seed masses were powdered separate旭y 
using a grinding mi旭旭 ｪMode旭r Aゲグ Sゴq IKA､Werke GmbH ｹ COs KGｫs 
Cation concentrations were determined by digesting p旭ant materia旭s 
in 葦 m旭 nitric acid and ゴ m旭 perch旭oric acid mixture on a hot b旭ock 
ｪゴググﾀCｫ for ゴグ min and ana旭ysing the extracts by ICP､AESs Si旭icon 
concentrations in p旭ant materia旭s were measured fo旭旭owing standard 
protoco旭s ｪReidingerp Ramseyp ｹ Hart旭eyp ゴグゲゴｫ on pe旭旭etized pow､
dered samp旭es by X､ray f旭uorescence ｪXRFｫ spectroscopy ｪSpectros 
Niton XLザtゾググ GOLDDq Thermo Scientificｫ ca旭ibrated using Si､
spiked synthetic methy旭 ce旭旭u旭osep and va旭idated using Certified 
Reference Materia旭 NCS DCゼザザジゾ uBush branches and 旭eavesv from 
the China Nationa旭 Ana旭ysis Center for Iron and Stee旭s
Basa旭t grains recovered from ny旭on bags were sp旭it into subsam､
p旭es with one subjected to XRF spectroscopy measurements ｪZetiumq 
Ma旭vern Pana旭ytica旭 Ltdｫ to determine changes in surface chemi､
ca旭 e旭ement composition ｪFigure Sザｫ and the others used for DNA 
extraction and subsequent mo旭ecu旭ar ana旭ysis to characterize the 
identity of microorganisms co旭onizing partic旭es ｪFigure Sジｫs Funga旭 
co旭onization was examined by imaging the grains under a scanning 
e旭ectron microscope ｪSEMq VEGAザp TESCANｫ at the Biomedica旭 
Sciences E旭ectron Microscope Unitp University of Sheffie旭ds Images 
were acquired using a secondary e旭ectron detector at an acce旭erat､
ing vo旭tage of ゴグ kV under high vacuum conditions ｪ┑ゲ ┌ ゲグ┋ジ Torr; 
Figures Sズ and S葦p a旭so see optica旭 microscopy imaging in Figures Sゼ 
and S芦ｫs
DNA was extracted from basa旭t in the mesh bags using a DNeasy 
PowerSoi旭 Kit ｪQiagen Ltdｫs Amp旭ification of partia旭 ズs芦Sp ITSゴ and 
partia旭 ゴ芦S funga旭 sequences was performed by PCR with MyTaqｾ 
Po旭ymerase ｪBio旭ineｫ and primers gITSゼ ｪIhrmark et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫ and ITSジ 
ｪWhitep Brunsp Leep ｹ Tay旭orp ゲゾゾグｫp modified to inc旭ude the I旭旭umina 
overhang adapter sequences ｪP爾triacq et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs Trip旭icate PCRs 
were carried out on 1 μ旭 of temp旭ate DNA extract in the presence 
of the manufacturerｷs buffer ｪinc旭uding dNTPsｫ and グsジ μM of each 
primer in 20 μ旭 reactions ｪPCR conditionsr ゾジﾀC for ゴ minq ザズ cyc旭es 
at ゾジﾀC for ザグ sp ズザﾀC for ザグ s and ゼゴﾀC for ザグ sq and ゼゴﾀC for ゲ minｫs 
Products of the three PCR reactions were then poo旭ed per samp旭e 
and purified using AMPure XP beads ｪBeckman Cou旭ter Incsp USAｫs 
Dua旭 indexes were added using the Nextera XT Index Kit ｪI旭旭umina 
Incs UKｫ fo旭旭owing the manufacturerｷs instructionss Amp旭icons were 
then purified again using AMPure XP beadsp quantified and poo旭eds 
Sequencing was performed using ゴズグ bp sequencing on a MiSeq se､
quencer ｪI旭旭umina Incsp at The Ear旭ham Institutep Norwichp UKｫs
De､mu旭tip旭exed FastQ fi旭es were fi旭tered using USEARCH ゾsゲ 
ｪEdgarp ゴグゲグｫ with a maxEE va旭ue of ゲs On旭y forward reads were 
ana旭ysed due to 旭ength variabi旭ity in the ITSゴ region producing 
potentia旭 biases for paired datas Primer sequences were removed 
and UCHIME was used to detect chimeras ｪEdgarp Haasp C旭ementep 
Quincep ｹ Knightp ゴグゲゲｫs Comparisons were made to the QIIME｠
UNITE reference ITS database ｪvゼsゴq Ni旭sson et a旭sp ゴグゲゾｫ and se､
quences were c旭ustered at ゾゼ鯵 using QIIME ｪCaporaso et a旭sp ゴグゲグｫs 
Sing旭etons were removed from the data as these are often sequenc､
ing errors ｪMajanevap Hyyti士inenp Varviop Nagaip ｹ B旭omsterp ゴグゲズｫs 
Sequences have been deposited in the European Nuc旭eotide Archive 
under accession number PRJEBゴ芦グ芦ゴs
ゴs葦科|科Basa旭tic rock characterization
Pu旭verized basa旭t was sourced from the Cascade Mountain Rangep 
Oregon ｪCentra旭 Oregon Basa旭t Products LLCｫs The rock is midd旭e 
Miocene in age and be旭ongs to the uPrinevi旭旭e Chemica旭 Type Unitv 
of the Co旭umbia River Basa旭t ｪSmith ｹ Haymanp ゲゾ芦ゼｫq with a chem､
ica旭 index of a旭teration of ザ芦鯵p as ca旭cu旭ated from the oxide data 
ｪTab旭e Sゲq Nesbitt ｹ Youngp ゲゾ芦ゴｫp it is considered re旭ative旭y una旭､
tereds The minera旭ogy of the Oregon basa旭t ｪTab旭e ゲｫ was determined 
using X､ray diffraction ｪXRDｫ ana旭ysis at the British Geo旭ogica旭 Survey 
ｪBGSｫ Keyworth 旭aboratoriess Samp旭es were spiked by ゲグ鯵 ｪwt鯵ｫ 
with corundum ｪA旭2O3ｫ to aid quantitative ana旭ysis and spray､dried 
from an ethano旭 suspension at 芦グﾀC to ensure random orientation 
of minera旭 phasess Measurements were conducted on a PANa旭ytica旭 
XｷPert､pro diffractometer ｪMa旭vern Pana旭ytica旭 Ltdsｫ using CoKα ra､
diation ｪλ ┎ ゲsゼ芦芦ゾ葦 鶏ｫ from ジsズ･芦ズﾀ ゴθ run at ジズ kV and ジグ mA 
conditionss Crysta旭旭ine minera旭 phases were identified using 
PANa旭ytica旭 HighScore P旭us software coup旭ed to the Internationa旭 
Centre for Diffraction Data ｪICDDｫ PDF､ジ┊databases Crysta旭旭ine 
minera旭 and amorphous materia旭 quantification was comp旭eted using 
the Rietve旭d refinement technique within the same HighScore P旭us 
software package and using crysta旭旭ographic information from the 
Inorganic Crysta旭 Structure Database ｪHe旭旭enbrandtp ゴググジｫ fo旭旭ow､
ing the methodo旭ogy in Kemp et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦ｫs
X､ray diffraction ana旭ysis indicated that the basa旭t contained 
a high percentage of amorphous materia旭 interpreted to be g旭ass 
ｪｶゴズ鯵q Tab旭e ゲｫs The e旭ementa旭 composition of the basa旭tic g旭ass 
was determined with scanning e旭ectron microscopy､energy disper､
sive X､ray spectroscopy ｪSEM､EDXｫ to better constrain our reactive 
transport mode旭 ｪRTMｫ ca旭cu旭ations ｪFigure Sゾq Tab旭e Sゴｫs Samp旭es 
were carbon coated to approximate旭y ゴズ nm thickness in an Agar 
AGBゼザ葦ゼA automatic SEM carbon evaporation coaters Ana旭ysis 




















TA B L E  ゲ 科 Basa旭t minera旭ogy determined by X､ray diffraction and kinetic rate parameters ｪPa旭andri ｹ Kharakap ゴググジｫ used in the reactive transport mode旭旭ing
Minera旭 name Mo旭ecu旭ar formu旭a Weight
Acid kinetic parameters
Neutra旭 kinetic 
parameters Base kinetic parameters
旭ogK Eapp n 旭ogK Eapp 旭ogK Eapp n
P旭agioc旭asea稼 Ca0.5Na0.5A旭1.5Si2.5O8 ザズsゲ鯵 ┋ゼs芦ゼ 42.1 0.626 ┋ゲグsゾゲ 45.2 no data no data no data
A旭ka旭i､fe旭dsparb稼 K0.41Na0.56Ca0.03A旭1.03Si2.97O8 ゴザsグ鯵 ┋ゲグsグ葦 51.7 0.5 ┋ゲゴsジゲ 38 ┋ゴゲsゴ 94.1 ┋グs芦ゴ
Diopside ｪMangｫ Ca0.87Mg0.94Mn0.19Si2O6 葦sゴ鯵 ┋葦sザ葦 96.1 0.71 ┋ゲゲsゲゲ 40.6 no data no data no data
Diopside CaMg0.7A旭0.6Si1.7O6 ジsジ鯵 ┋葦sザ葦 96.1 0.71 ┋ゲゲsゲゲ 40.6 no data no data no data
Apatite Ca5ｪPO4ｫ3ｪOHｫ ゴs芦鯵 ┋ジsゴゾ 250 0.171 ┋葦 250 no data no data no data
Montmori旭旭onite Ca0.6A旭2Si4O10ｪOHｫ2sH2O ゲsゴ鯵 ┋ゲゴsゼゲ 48 0.22 ┋ゲジsジゲ 48 ┋ゲジsジゲ 48 ┋グsゲザ
Olivinec稼 Fe0.96Mg1.04SiO4 ゲsグ鯵 ┋葦s芦ズ 67.2 0.47 ┋ゲグs葦ジ 79 no data no data no data
Ilmenite Fe1.4Ti0.6O3 グs葦鯵 ┋芦sザズ 37.9 0.421 ┋ゲゲsゲ葦 37.9 no data no data no data
Quartz SiO2 ┑グsズ鯵 ┋ゾsゾ芦 87.7 0.31 ┋ゲザsゾゾ 87.7 ┋ゲジsゾ葦 87.7 ┋グsジゲ
Basa旭tic g旭assd稼 Na0.13Ca0.08Mg0.05K0.10Fe0.12A旭0.26SiO2.86 ゴジsゾ鯵         
Ca旭cium carbonatee稼 CaCO3 グsザジ ┓ グsグゼ鯵         
Note: Weathering rates for each minera旭 were mode旭旭ed using the fo旭旭owing equation ｪPa旭andri ｹ Kharakap ゴググジｫr
where dm
dt
 is the weathering ratep SA is the minera旭 surface areap k298.15K
i
 is the disso旭ution rate constant for the respective mechanisms at ゴゾ芦sゲズ Kp E
i
 is the apparent activation energyp R is the gas 
constantp T is the temperature in Kp ai
H
+ is the hydrogen ion activityp ni is the order of the reactionp Ω is the minera旭 saturation index and pi and qi are dimension旭ess empirica旭 constants for the particu旭ar 
mineral.
aRate constant is for 旭abradorite ｪthe p旭agioc旭ase minera旭 c旭osest to the XRD､derived stoichiometryｫs 
bRate constant taken for a旭bite and for K､fe旭dspar ｪsubstituting for sanidineｫs 
cMode旭旭ed as iron､rich forsterites 
dStoichiometry derived from SEM｠EDX ana旭ysis of basa旭t amorphous materia旭 ｪTab旭e Sゴｫs Basa旭tic g旭ass disso旭ution rates mode旭旭ed using the fo旭旭owing equation ｪGis旭ason ｹ Oe旭kersp ゴググザｫr
where r┊pgeo is the geometric surface area､norma旭ized steady､state basa旭tic g旭ass disso旭ution ratep AA is a constant equiva旭ent to ゲグ
┋ズs葦 ｪmo旭 of Siｫ cm┋ゴ s┋ゲp EA is a pH､independent activation energy of 
ゴズsズ kJ｠mo旭p R is the gas constantp T is the temperature in Kp and a
i
 is the activity of the respective aqueous speciess 
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acce旭erating vo旭tage of ゴグ kVp spot size ズ and under high vacuum 
conditions ｪ┑ゲ ┌ ゲグ┋ジ Torrｫ a旭so at the BGS 旭aboratoriess Energy 
dispersive X､ray ana旭ysis was conducted using Oxford Instruments 
X､MAX 旭arge area ｪズグ mm2ｫ si旭icon drift detectorp running with 
Oxford Instruments INCA ｪvジｫ softwares The EDX system was used 
to identify the point､e旭ementa旭 compositions from samp旭es and is 
capab旭e of detecting e旭ements from atomic number ジ ｪBｫ to atomic 
number ゾゴ ｪUｫ with a detection 旭imit of the order of グsゴ･グsズ weight 
鯵 for most e旭ementss Areas of the amorphous g旭assy phase were 
identified from backscattered e旭ectron images and re旭evant spectra 
and concentration determined from point ana旭ysess
Bu旭k pu旭verized basa旭t was sp旭it into representative samp旭es 
using a spinning riff旭er ｪMicrosca旭ｫp and the partic旭e size distribution 
was estab旭ished using a 旭aser diffraction partic旭e size distribution an､
a旭yzer ｪMode旭r LA､ゾズグq Horiba UK Ltdｫs The p芦グ va旭ue ｪ芦グ鯵 of the 
partic旭es have a diameter 旭ess than or equa旭ｫ of the soi旭､app旭ied pu旭､
verized basa旭t was ゲpゴズグ 拙m ｪFigures Sゲグ and Sゲゲｫs Specific surface 
area measurements were made using the Brunauer･Emmett･Te旭旭er 
ｪBETｫ N2､adsoprtion ｪBrunauerp Emmettp ｹ Te旭旭erp ゲゾザ芦ｫ method 
using a Micromeritics Gemini VII ゴザゾグa instrument ｪMicromeritics 
Instrument Corporationq Figure Sゲゴq Tab旭e Sザｫs
ゴsゼ科|科Sr isotope ana旭yses
Radiogenic Sr isotope ｪ87Sr/86Srｫ ana旭yses were conducted in 
the c旭ean 旭aboratory faci旭ities at the University of Southamptons 
Leachate samp旭es for radiogenic Sr isotope measurements were 
acidified to pH ┑ ゴ using concentrated HNO3. Sorghum shoot sam､
p旭es for radiogenic Sr isotope measurements were digested with 
ズ m旭 of concentrated nitric acid in a microwave digestion systemp 
driedp reacted with ザグ鯵 H2O2 to ensure comp旭ete oxidization of 
organic compoundsp driedp redisso旭ved in ザ鯵 HNO3p and fina旭旭y 
passed through グsジズ 拙m po旭ypropy旭ene syringe fi旭ters ｪWhatman 
Puradiscｫs To iso旭ate exchangeab旭e soi旭 cations for radiogenic Sr iso､
tope measurementsp ゲsグ g soi旭 subsamp旭es were reacted with ゲ M 
NH4C旭 adjusted to pH ┎ 芦 for ゴジ hr and then centrifugeds The super､
natants were passed through グsジズ 拙m po旭ypropy旭ene syringe fi旭ters 
ｪWhatman Puradiscｫp dried and redisso旭ved in ザ鯵 HNO3s A ゲグ g sub､
samp旭e of the basa旭t rock was powdered in a shatterboxs The carbon､
ate and si旭icate fractions of the powdered rock were iso旭ated using a 
sequentia旭 旭eaching and digestion procedures To iso旭ate the carbon､
ate fractionp subsamp旭es of the powder ｪｶゲsグ gｫ were reacted with 
ジ M acetic acid for ゴジ hrs The mixtures were centrifugedp and the 
supernatants were passed through グsジズ 拙m po旭ypropy旭ene syringe 
fi旭ters ｪWhatman Puradiscｫ and co旭旭ected in Tef旭on beakerss Fi旭tered 
supernatants were dried and redisso旭ved in ザ鯵 HNO3s The remaining 
residuesp assumed to represent the si旭icate fractionp were oven driedp 
and グsゲ g subsamp旭es were reacted in a ズrザ mixture of concentrated 
HF and HNO3 at ゲジグﾀCp driedp ref旭uxed in concentrated HNO3p 
driedp ref旭uxed in 葦 N HC旭p dried and fina旭旭yp redisso旭ved in ザ鯵 HNO3. 
Sr concentrations of a旭旭 samp旭es ｪwaterp p旭antp soi旭p rockｫ were meas､
ured on a Thermo､Fisher iCAP 葦ズググ Inductive旭y Coup旭ed Optica旭 
Emission Spectrometer ｪICP､OESｫ at the Nationa旭 Oceanography 
Centre Southampton ｪTab旭e Sジｫs Sr concentrations were within ┓ ズ鯵 
of reported va旭ues for standards ana旭ysed throughout the ana旭ysess
Radiogenic Sr isotope measurements were conducted using a 
Thermo､Scientific Triton Therma旭 Ionization Mass Spectrometer 
ｪTIMSｫ fo旭旭owing methods presented in Andrewsp Jacobsonp Lehnp 
Hortonp and Craw ｪゴグゲ葦ｫs Brief旭yp samp旭e a旭iquots containing ゴググ ng 
of Sr were driedp redisso旭ved in 芦 M HNO3p and e旭uted through 
inverted pipette tips packed with Sr､Spec resins The purified Sr 
fractions were driedp redisso旭ved in ゴ 拙旭 of 芦 N HNO3p and 旭oaded 
onto sing旭ep outgassed Re fi旭aments with ゲ 拙旭 of a TaC旭5 so旭utions 
Ion beams were co旭旭ected in mu旭tidynamic modes To correct for in､
strumenta旭 mass fractionationp the 86Sr/88Sr ratio was norma旭ized to 
グsゲゲゾジ using an exponentia旭 旭aws During ana旭ysis of 87Sr/86Sr ratiosp 
the 85Rb ion beam was monitored to ensure that 87Rb did not iso､
barica旭旭y interfere with 87Srs No interferences were observeds For 
the period of studyp repeated ana旭yses of NBS ゾ芦ゼ standard yie旭ded 
a mean 87Sr/86Sr ratio of グsゼゲグゴズグ ┓ グsグググググ芦 ｪ┓ゴσSDp n ┎ 葦ｫs The 
current 旭ong､termp mean 87Sr/86Sr ratio is グsゼゲグゴズゲ ┓ グsググググゲグ 
ｪ┓ゴσSDp n ┎ ザゴｫs
For treatment samp旭esp we used a two､component isotope mix､
ing equation to determine the mo旭e fraction of Sr in cation reservoirs 
derived from basa旭t weathering ｪf
x
ｫp as opposed to soi旭 weatheringr
where δ denotes the 87Sr/86Sr ratio of the treatment cation reservoir 
ｪx ┎ p旭antp exchangeab旭e soi旭p or 旭eachateｫp the corresponding contro旭 
cation reservoir ｪusoi旭vｫ and the basa旭t si旭icate digest or basa旭t carbonate 
旭eachate ｪubasa旭tvｫs
ゴs芦科|科Reactive transport mode旭
Co旭umn reactors were conceptua旭ized as a ゴズグ mm deep soi旭 co旭､
umn constituting five ズグ mm deep ce旭旭sp and a ズグ mm deep we旭旭､
mixed f旭uid reservoir in contact with the atmosphere at the base of 
the co旭umns The RTM was constructed with the PHREEQC p旭atform 
ｪParkhurst ｹ Ape旭旭op ゴグゲザｫ using the TｹHsdat geochemica旭 reaction 
database ｪAppe旭o ｹ Postmap ゴググズｫp which inc旭udes surface com､
p旭exation constants for particu旭ate organic matter based on the 
WHAM mode旭 ｪTippingp ゲゾゾ芦q Tipping ｹ Hur旭eyp ゲゾゾゴｫs Speciation of 
oxidized and reduced forms of nitrogen was exp旭icit旭y decoup旭ed to 
a旭旭ow for irreversib旭e kinetic transformations of excess urea ferti旭izer 
to nitratep as observed empirica旭旭ys F旭ow of irrigation water through 
the co旭umn was simu旭ated by a time series of irrigation events at 
the top of the soi旭 that resu旭ted in ゲ D vertica旭 f旭ow of pore so旭ution 
and advection of so旭utes through the 旭ayers producing the overa旭旭 
mass of 旭eachate from the co旭umns ｪジsズ芦 L in ゲゴグ daysｫs The mode旭 
incorporated chemica旭 disso旭ution of source minera旭s having the 
measured stoichiometries of basa旭tic minera旭 phasesp and their re旭a､
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Reactive surface area for each minera旭 was apportioned according to 
the minera旭 weight per cent of the basa旭t grainss
Chemica旭 disso旭ution rate 旭aws and coefficients for basa旭tic 
g旭ass were sourced from F旭aathenp Gis旭asonp and Oe旭kers ｪゴグゲグｫ and 
those for other minera旭s from the US Geo旭ogica旭 Survey ｪPa旭andri ｹ 
Kharakap ゴググジｫs So旭ubi旭ity constants of the basa旭tic minera旭s were 
taken from the THERMODDEM database ｪB旭anc et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫ and for 
the basa旭tic g旭ass from Arad祝ttirp Sonnentha旭p and J祝nsson ｪゴグゲゴｫs 
Changes in reacting partic旭e sizes due to e旭ement mass transfer to 
so旭ution during disso旭ution were simu旭ated using the shrinking par､
tic旭e mode旭 ｪRimstidtp ゴグゲジｫs Background weathering of soi旭 miner､
a旭s was represented by a porewater so旭ution chemica旭旭y identica旭 to 
旭eachate from the basa旭t､free systemss Figures Sゲザ and Sゲジ provide 
schematic and systems diagramsp respective旭yp defining the process 
and interactions of the RTMs
Mode旭旭ed geochemica旭 processes inc旭uded equi旭ibrium of dis､
so旭ved inorganic carbon species with atmospheric CO2p and a profi旭e 
of partia旭 pressures of CO2 in the soi旭 profi旭e representing autotro､
phic and heterotrophic respiration ｪNanp Yuep Lip Huangp ｹ Shenp 
ゴグゲ葦ｫs Apparent reactive surface area ｪRSAｫ and CEC were opti､
mized within MATLAB ｪversion ゴグゲゾaq The MathWorksp Incsｫ using 
the ufminconv functions Separate optimizations were performed on 
individua旭 treated co旭umns with severa旭 candidate sinks for A旭 and Fe 
ｪamorphous A旭ｪOHｫ3and FeｪOHｫ3p gibbsitep kao旭initep and goethiteｫs 
Based on the sma旭旭est root､mean､square errors between mode旭 
and observed 旭eachate A旭 ｪFigures Sゲズ and Sゲ葦ｫ and ゲ芦 旭eachate 
and extractab旭e e旭ements ｪFigures Sゲゼ and Sゲ芦ｫp our so旭id equi旭ib､
rium phases are determined to be amorphous A旭ｪOHｫ3 and FeｪOHｫ3p 
a旭ong with ca旭citep amorphous si旭ica and pyrophy旭旭ite ｪMnO2ｫs These 
phases react reversib旭y on the re旭ative旭y short residence times of the 
soi旭 f旭uidss We optimized apparent CEC because measured CEC wi旭旭 
inc旭ude the charge separate旭y represented by the WHAM mode旭p 
and because our sing旭e extraction method cou旭d have resu旭ted in 
disso旭ution of existing phasesp such as ca旭cites Our optimizations 
suggest 旭ess than ゲグ cmo旭c｠kg soi旭 of the tota旭 observed charge is 
unaccounted for in our mode旭 ｪFigure Sゲゾｫs
Cation exchange on c旭ay surfaces was mode旭旭ed using the defau旭t 
exchange convention in the PHREEQC codes Exchange site compo､
sition was initia旭旭y determined by equi旭ibration with the measured 
ionic composition of soi旭 pore waters in the basa旭t､free contro旭 ex､
periments with optimized CECs The tota旭 number of sorption sites 
attributab旭e to organic matter was derived from the concentra､
tion of extractab旭e organic matterp as determined experimenta旭旭ys 
Fo旭旭owing the protoco旭 described in Examp旭e ゲゾ of the PHREEQC 
documentation ｪParkhurst ｹ Ape旭旭op ゴグゲザｫp these sites were appor､
tioned to the ゴグ WHAM surface species using WHAM constant 
charges of ┋ゲsジゴ meq｠g humic acid for four monoprotic pheno旭ic 
sitesp ┋ゴs芦ジ meq｠g humic acid for a旭旭 diprotic or carboxy旭ic sites and 
tota旭 charge ┋ゼsゲ meq｠g humic acids CO2 capture was ca旭cu旭ated as 
the sum of HCO3
┋ exported in 旭eachate p旭us CO2 incorporated into 
pedogenic carbonate minera旭s minus ha旭f of the HCO3
┋ originating 
from weathering of carbonate minera旭 component of the basa旭t 
ｪTab旭e ゲｫs
In the mode旭p growth of Sorghum inf旭uences the geochemistry of 
the system by removing Cap Mg and Si from the soi旭 with concom､
itant re旭ease of hydrogen ions to the soi旭s Using an average 旭each､
ate chemistry from our contro旭 co旭umns as our inf旭uentp imp旭icit旭y 
accounts for both disso旭ution of existing soi旭 minera旭s and uback､
groundv p旭ant growth unre旭ated to the treatments Sorghum growth 
due to the treatment is therefore the difference between growth 
in the individua旭 treated co旭umn and the average growth in contro旭 
co旭umnss Sorghum growth was mode旭旭ed as a 旭inear function which 
removed ions at a constant rate up to the maximum p旭ant growth at 
ゲゴグ daysp when harvesting of the p旭ant was simu旭ated by switching 
off the growth function for the rest of the annua旭 cyc旭es In the ズ year 
mode旭旭ing scenariosp a new growth cyc旭e was mode旭旭edp as described 
abovep for the first ゲゴグ days of each yearp fo旭旭owed by a fa旭旭ow period 
unti旭 the beginning of the next years
ザ科 |科RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ザsゲ科|科Sorghum yie旭d response
After ゲゴグ daysp yie旭d of mature Sorghump measured as seed dry mass 
per p旭antp increased significant旭y by ゴゲ ┓ ゾsジ鯵 ｪSEｫ in response to the 
basa旭t treatment compared to contro旭 p旭ants ｪp ┑ sグズp ANOVAｫ with 
no significant changes in shoot or root biomass ｪFigure ゲaｫs Yie旭d 
improvements occurred without significant旭y ｪp ┒ sグズｫ increased 
seed concentrations of potentia旭旭y toxic trace e旭ements from basa旭t 
ｪFigure ゲbｫs The yie旭d increase in Sorghum occurred without addi､
tion of P and K ferti旭izer and is comparab旭e to that reported for the 
C4 crop sugarcane in fie旭d tria旭s with crushed basa旭t app旭ications of 
ゲ･ゲグ kg｠m2p in combination with standard N･P･K ferti旭izer treat､
mentsp on the high旭y weathered soi旭s of Mauritius ｪde Vi旭旭iersp ゲゾ葦ゲｫs 
Over five successive harvests in that studyp sugarcane yie旭ds in､
creased by up to ザグ鯵 compared with p旭ots receiving ferti旭izer and no 
basa旭t addition ｪde Vi旭旭iersp ゲゾ葦ゲｫs
The average ゴゲ鯵 increase in Sorghum yield we report 
ｪFigure ゲaｫ is comparab旭e with the biomass increase of perennia旭 
ryegrass ｪゲズs葦鯵ｫ fo旭旭owing amendment of an acidic ｪpH ┎ ジsゾｫ 
sandy soi旭 with o旭ivine in contro旭旭ed environment experiments 
ｪグsゲ葦･ゴグsジ kg｠m2ｫ but which resu旭ted in the accumu旭ation of Ni 
in soi旭s ｪten Berge et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs Haque et a旭s ｪゴグゲゾｫp howeverp re､
ported substantia旭旭y higher increases in the biomass of the C4 crop 
Zea mays Ls and the N2､fixing 旭egume Phaseolus vulgaris Ls ｪゾグ鯵 and 
ゲゼゼ鯵p respective旭yｫp fo旭旭owing additions of wo旭旭astonite ｪゴゴゲ t｠haｫ 
to an acidic ｪpH ┎ ジsゾｫ agricu旭tura旭 soi旭s If rep旭icated under fie旭d 
conditionsp our resu旭ts suggest incorporating crushed basa旭t into 
agricu旭tura旭 旭and management practices cou旭d reduce demand 
for expensive conventiona旭 rock､derived ferti旭izers ｪPp K and Caq 
Amann ｹ Hartmannp ゴグゲゾq Beer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫ and agricu旭tura旭 
旭imep with increasing yie旭ds improving profit margins for farmerss 
Such effects cou旭d 旭ower barriers to future dep旭oyment of ERW as 
a CDR strategy by offsetting the costs ｪAmann ｹ Hartmannp ゴグゲゾq 
Beer旭ing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs
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ザsゴ科|科E旭ementa旭 budgets of Sorghum p旭ants
P旭ant e旭ementa旭 budgets showed significant increases in who旭e 
p旭ant Si ｪp ┑ sグズｫp Ca and Sr poo旭s ｪp ┑ sグゲq Figure ゴapbpfｫp with 
overa旭旭 Mgp K and P budgets remaining unchangedp but seed K 
increasing significant旭y ｪp ┑ sグズq Figure ゴc･eｫs Crushed basa旭t 
provided the on旭y supp旭ementa旭 source of Sip Cap K and Srp and up､
take and accumu旭ation of these e旭ements in Sorghum shootsp a旭旭ied 
to increases in soi旭 pH ｪsee be旭owｫp indicates mass transfer from 
the source rock on the timesca旭e of the experiments Increased 
shoot Si can enhance the resi旭ience of p旭ants to abiotic stressesp 
inc旭uding droughtp sa旭inityp heat ｪBurghe旭ea et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Korchaginp 
Canerp ｹ Borto旭uzzip ゴグゲゾｫ and resistance to 旭odging due to wind 
or rain ｪArtyszakp ゴグゲ芦ｫ as we旭旭 as to biotic attack ｪMeharg ｹ 
Mehargp ゴグゲズq Van Bockhavenp De V旭eesschauwerp ｹ H塾ftep ゴグゲゴｫs 
Shoot Si increases fo旭旭owing soi旭 si旭icate treatmentsp for examp旭ep 
provided direct protection from pests and diseases for major 
C3 ｪsoybeanp wheat and riceｫ and C4 crops ｪsugarcane and 
maizeｫ and indirect protection via changes in the re旭ease of her､
bivore､induced p旭ant vo旭ati旭es enhancing parasitoid attraction 
ｪLiu et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs
Significant旭y increased tota旭 shoot Si mass ｪゴ葦 ┓ ズsジ鯵p SEｫ fo旭､
旭owing basa旭t treatment in our experiment mirrors increased con､
centrations of Si in rye grass biomass fo旭旭owing addition of o旭ivine 
ｪSip ズグ鯵･ゲ芦グ鯵 increaseq ten Berge et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs Howeverp in these 
experimentsp o旭ivine significant旭y increased Mg and reduced p旭ant 
Ca uptake by ゼ鯵･ズ芦鯵 compared to resu旭ts with basa旭t in our 
studyr increases of ゲゲ ┓ ザsゲ鯵 ｪSEｫ in Ca and ゲゲ ┓ ゴsズ鯵 ｪSEｫ in its 
geochemica旭旭y simi旭ar tracer Srp but no change in p旭ant Mg uptake 
ｪFigure ゴbpepfｫs
F I G U R E  ゲ 科 Effect of basa旭t､amended 
soi旭 on yie旭d and chemistry of Sorghum 
biomasss ｪaｫ Rootp shoot and seed dry 
massp ｪb and insetｫ concentrations of 
potentia旭旭y toxic trace e旭ements in seedss 
Error bars represent SE ｪn ┎ 葦 co旭umns per 
treatmentｫs The asterisk denotes that the 
resu旭t is statistica旭旭y significant at the ズ鯵 
旭eve旭 ｪises p ┑ sグズｫ
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ザsザ科|科Leachate and soi旭 biogeochemistry
Increased 旭eachate pH ｪFigure ザaｫ is consistent with basa旭t weath､
eringq ca旭cium･si旭icate minera旭 disso旭ution consumes hydrogen 
ions and produces a旭ka旭initys Simi旭ar pH increases fo旭旭owed ba､
sa旭t amendment of acidic weathered tropica旭 soi旭s and reduced 
A旭 toxicityp a factor 旭imiting p旭ant growth on acidic soi旭s ｪAndap 
Shamshuddinp ｹ Fauziahp ゴグゲザp ゴグゲズq Gi旭旭manp ゲゾ芦グｫs Mitigation 
of soi旭 acidification by basa旭tic rock dust weathering indicates its 
potentia旭 to substitute for the practice of 旭imings This cou旭d avert 
CO2 emissions during production and app旭ication of 旭ime to soi旭sq 
in the United States a旭one this has been estimated to contribute 
ゴ鯵 of agricu旭tura旭 greenhouse gas emissions ｪWest ｹ McBridep 
ゴググズｫs For comparisonp app旭ication of ゴグsジ kg｠m2 of o旭ivine to an 
acidic sandy soi旭 increased the pH from ジs芦 to 葦sグ after ゴゴジ daysp 
but a旭so increased the uptake of Ni originating from the o旭ivine in 
ryegrass ｪten Berge et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs
Ammonium acetate extractab旭e soi旭 Sip and the exchangeab旭e 
poo旭 of soi旭 Mg increased significant旭y ｪp ┑ sグゲp ANOVAｫ in response 
to the basa旭t treatmentp a旭though there was no significant effect on 
exchangeab旭e Ca ｪFigure ザf･hｫs Marked increases in soi旭 exchange､
ab旭e poo旭s of Mg ｪゴググ鯵･ゼググ鯵ｫ occurred in p旭anted o旭ivine meso､
cosm weathering tria旭s ｪAmann et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q ten Berge et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs 
Rep旭enishment of dep旭eted so旭ub旭e Si poo旭s by basa旭t weathering as 
seen in the present work represents a substantia旭 co､benefit of ERW 
because repeated biomass harvesting of si旭ica accumu旭ating crops 
by intensive cu旭tivation dep旭etes p旭ant､avai旭ab旭e Si in soi旭s ｪHaynesp 
ゴグゲゼｫs Crop production and harvesting in the United Statesp for 
examp旭ep removes an estimated ゲゾ mi旭旭ion tonnes of si旭ica annu､
a旭旭y and negative旭y affects yie旭dsp especia旭旭y of sugarcane and rice 
ｪTubanap Babup ｹ Datnoffp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Adoption of Si､ferti旭ization prac､
ticesp such as dressing soi旭s with natura旭 and artificia旭 si旭icatesp to 
maintain crop yie旭ds cou旭d he旭p redress the prob旭em in Europe and 
North America ｪArtyszakp ゴグゲ芦q Crooks ｹ Prenticep ゴグゲゼｫp and the 
tropics ｪMap ゴググジq Ma ｹ Yamajip ゴググ葦q Meena et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs In east 
Asiap this approach has been practiced for the past decade to improve 
crop production ｪCuongp U旭旭ahp Dattap ｹ Hanhp ゴグゲゼq Li et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs
We detected no significant changes in 旭eachate Sip Mg or Ca 
fo旭旭owing the basa旭t treatment after ゲゴグ days ｪFigure ザb･dｫp sug､
gesting e旭ements re旭eased by weathering were retained in the 
p旭ant･soi旭 system in this studys Lack of 旭eachate chemistry re､
sponse has a旭so been observed fo旭旭owing a very high o旭ivine app旭i､
cation ｪゴゴグ t｠haｫ to 旭oamy soi旭s ｪpH ┎ ゼs芦ｫ supporting the growth of 
wheat and bar旭ey ｪAmann et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs We a旭so found no statistica旭 
change ｪp ┒ sグズｫ in a旭ka旭inity between treatments as determined 
by charge ba旭ance ｪゲpゲジ芦 ┓ ゴジズ μeq｠L ｬゲ SDp n ┎ 葦ｭ without basa旭t 
vss ゲpゲググ ┓ ゲジゼ μeq｠L ｬゲ SDp n ┎ 葦ｭ with basa旭tｫq these va旭ues are 
within the range of agricu旭tura旭 sites ｪザズグ･ザp芦ググ μeq｠Lq Fortner 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs
ザsジ科|科E旭ement re旭ease from basa旭t weathering
Comparison of the tota旭 measured amount of Cap Mg and Si in the 
exchangeab旭e soi旭 cationsp co旭umn 旭eachate and p旭ant tissues ｪbio､
mass ｬFigure ゲaｭ ┌ concentration ｬFigure Sゴグｭｫ provides a minimum 
F I G U R E  ゴ 科 Effect of basa旭t､amended 
soi旭 on Sorghum tissue e旭ementa旭 budgetss 
ｪaｫ Si旭iconp ｪbｫ ca旭ciump ｪcｫ potassiump  
ｪdｫ phosphorusp ｪeｫ magnesium and  
ｪfｫ strontiums Bars sharing the same 旭etter 
are not statistica旭旭y different ｪp ┒ sグズｫs 
Error bars represent standard errors ｪn ┎ 葦 
co旭umns per treatmentｫ
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estimate of mass transfer of these e旭ements from basa旭t weather､
ing into the p旭ant･soi旭 system ｪTab旭e ゴｫs Additiona旭 mass transfer re､
su旭ting in formation of secondary minera旭s is not accounted for in 
these samp旭ing procedures but may be inferred from geochemica旭 
mode旭旭ings Measured major cationic e旭ements re旭eased by basa旭tic 
grain weathering were genera旭旭y retained in the soi旭 exchange poo旭 
ｪTab旭e ゴq as confirmed in Section ザsズｫs The u旭timate fate of these 
accumu旭ated base cations is important for carbon capture but is 
uncertains If f旭ushed from the soi旭 profi旭e into run､off over timep 
they constitute a weathering f旭ux per m2 of 旭and areap as typica旭旭y 
measured by disso旭ved e旭ement f旭uxes represented by base cations 
ｪゴCa2+ ┊ ゴMg2+ ┊ Na+ ┊ K+p eq｠m2 land time┋ゲｫ in streamwater drain､
ing from watersheds that p旭ays a key ro旭e in CO2 removal.
Ca旭cu旭ated e旭ement mass transfer rates ｪmo旭 m┋ゴ s┋ゲｫ from dis､
so旭ving basa旭t grains on a per unit physica旭 surface area of rock 
ｪbased on BET surface areaq ゼsザズ m2｠gｫp using e旭ementa旭 budgets in 
the p旭antp soi旭 and 旭eachate poo旭sp yie旭ds disso旭ution rates that can 
be compared with 旭iterature va旭uess We a旭so ca旭cu旭ate disso旭ution 
rates based on measured Mg re旭easeds Mg is present in the most 
reactive components of our basa旭t ｪo旭ivine and diopsideq Tab旭e ゲｫ 
and is 旭ess affected by p旭ant uptake ｪFigure ゴｫ and secondary 
minera旭 precipitation than Cas This is consistent with significant 
ｪp ┑ sグズｫ Mg dep旭etion on the grain surfacesp as determined by XRF 
ｪFigure Sザｫs We have not used disso旭ved Si as a tracer for minera旭 
disso旭ution due to potentia旭 retention as amorphous si旭icate coat､
ings that have not been quantifiedp for examp旭ep on soi旭 and basa旭t 
partic旭es ｪDava旭 et a旭sp ゴグゲゲｫs Rates for Mg re旭ease norma旭ized to 
the BET surface area of our mi旭旭ed basa旭t rock ｪゲグ┋ゲザ mol m┋ゴ s┋ゲ; 
Tab旭e ゴｫ are a simi旭ar order of magnitude to those observed for 
disso旭ving Mg､rich o旭ivine minera旭 grains in p旭anted mesocosm ex､
periments ｪゲグ13.11013.7 mol m┋ゴ s┋ゲq Amann et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q ゲグ11.8
1012.7 mol m┋ゴ s┋ゲq Renforth et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs The minera旭ogy of the 
basa旭t ｪTab旭e ゲｫ suggests that if Mg were being re旭eased primari旭y 
from the o旭ivine exposed at the surfaces of the grainsp the re旭ease 
rate norma旭ized to o旭ivine surface area wou旭d give a ca旭cu旭ated rate 
approximate旭y ゲググ､fo旭d highers This assumes that o旭ivine surface 
area as a fraction of measured surface area sca旭es with wt鯵 o旭､
ivine in the basa旭ts These much higher Mg mass transfer rates are 
simi旭ar to those reported in the 旭iterature for o旭ivine disso旭ution 
in 旭aboratory weathering experimentss Rates reported by Amann 
et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ in p旭anted mesocosms were based on disso旭ved Mg 
f旭ux in 旭eachate on旭y and did not account for accumu旭ation on soi旭 
ion exchange surfacesp such as c旭ay minera旭ss In our studyp this 
exchangeab旭e poo旭 accumu旭ated a ゲググ､fo旭d excess or more of 
re旭eased cations compared to the p旭ant and 旭eachate poo旭s of re､
旭eased Mg ｪTab旭e ゴｫs
The BET method is postu旭ated to overestimate RSA of disso旭v､
ing minera旭s duep in partp to measuring interna旭 pore surface area 
F I G U R E  ザ 科 Effect of basa旭t､amended 
soi旭 on 旭eachate and soi旭 chemistrys ｪaｫ Soi旭 
pHp ｪbｫ soi旭 exchangeab旭e si旭icap ｪcｫ ca旭cium 
and ｪdｫ magnesium concentrationss  
ｪeｫ Leachate pHp and cumu旭ative mass of 
ｪfｫ si旭iconp ｪgｫ ca旭cium and ｪhｫ magnesium 
旭eached through the soi旭 co旭umns with and 
without the basa旭t treatments Error bars 





















TA B L E  ゴ 科 Changes in who旭e､system e旭ementa旭 budgets and transfer rates resu旭ting from soi旭 amendment with basa旭t after ゲゴグ dayss Va旭ues are mean differences between basa旭t､amended 
ｪn ┎ 葦ｫ and unamended ｪcontro旭ｫ p旭anted reactor co旭umns ｪn ┎ 葦ｫs Positive va旭ues indicate increased e旭ement concentrations due to basa旭t amendmentss Soi旭 extraction resu旭ts are averages ｪ┓ 
SEｫ for subsamp旭es taken from six equidistant depthss Surface areas are expressed as SAL for 旭and surface areap and SAR for rock surface area
E旭ement
Effect of basa旭t treatment on rate of e旭ementa旭 re旭ease
Measured e旭ementa旭 re旭ease from 
basa旭tb稼 ｪmmo旭 m┋ゴ SAL day
┋ゲ)
Rate of e旭ementa旭 re旭ease 




ｪmmo旭 m┋ゴ SAL day
┋ゲ)
ｪ拙mo旭 m┋ゴ SAL day
┋ゲ)
 Roots Shoots Seeds
Ca ┋ザゲ ┓ ゾゲ ゴ葦 ┓ ゴゴ ザググ ┓ 芦ジ ゲsゾ ┓ ゴsゼ ゲゼ ┓ ゲジ ゲ芦 ┓ ゲジ ゴs芦 ┌ ゲグ┋ゲゴ ┓ ゴsゴ ┌ ゲグ┋ゲゴ
Mg ┋グsザズ ┓ ズsゲ ズsズ ┓ ゼsジ ゼゴ ┓ ゼゾ 葦ザ ┓ ジグ ジsグ ┓ グsゾゲ ジsゴ ┓ グsゾザ 葦s葦 ┌ ゲグ┋ゲザ ┓ ゲsズ ┌ ゲグ┋ゲザ
K ザグ ┓ ゲゼ ゲゲグ ┓ ゾ葦 ゴゲグ ┓ ゴゲグ ゾ葦 ┓ ジジ グs葦芦 ┓ ゲsザ ゲsゲ ┓ ゲsジ ゲs芦 ┌ ゲグ┋ゲザ ┓ ゴsザ ┌ ゲグ┋ゲザ
Na ┋グs葦ザ ┓ ゲゲ グsズゴ ┓ ザsゼ ジsゴ ┓ ズsグ グsザ ┓ ゲsザ グsザザ ┓ グsズザ グsザザ ┓ グsズザ ズsゴ ┌ ゲグ┋ゲジ ┓ 芦sジ ┌ ゲグ┋ゲジ
Si ┋ズsゴ ┓ 芦sズ ┋ゲジグ ┓ ゾグ ゲp葦ググ ┓ ザゾグ ゲsゼ ┓ ゲsズ グsザ葦 ┓ グsゲグ ゲsゾ ┓ グsジ ゴsゾ ┌ ゲグ┋ゲザ ┓ 葦sゾ ┌ ゲグ┋ゲジ
aDerived from ammonium acetate extraction on soi旭 samp旭es representative of the who旭e co旭umns 
bMeasured mo旭es re旭eased from basa旭tp Qp is ca旭cu旭atedr
where Ap Bp Cp D and E are the measured mo旭es of the e旭ement in the 旭eachatep rootsp shootsp seeds and soi旭 extractionp and the subscripts Bas and Con re旭ate to the basa旭t treatment and contro旭s
The overa旭旭 uncertaintyp δQp is ca旭cu旭ated by summing the errors for each system component in quadraturep using the fo旭旭owing equation ｪKirchnerp ゴググゲｫp
 
cCa旭cu旭ated by dividing the measured mo旭es re旭eased from basa旭t by BET､determined rock surface area ｪSSA ┎ ゼsザズ m2｠g basa旭tｫs 
Q = ABas + BBas + CBas + DBas + EBas −
(
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that is inaccessib旭e to reacting pore f旭uids ｪBrant旭ey ｹ Me旭旭ottp ゴグググｫ 
旭eading to underestimation of surface area､norma旭ized weathering 
ratess We ca旭cu旭ated the apparent RSA using our RTMp constrained 
by the e旭ementa旭 budgets ｪTab旭e ゴｫs The RSA va旭ue was obtained 
by optimizationp as described abovep where the RTM input fi旭es 
were updated with new RSA va旭uess Mode旭 goodness､of､fit was 
eva旭uated using the root､mean､square difference between Mg re､
旭ease by basa旭t disso旭ution and the experimenta旭旭y determined mass 
transfer of Mg into the p旭antp 旭eachate and soi旭 exchange poo旭s in 
samp旭es co旭旭ected after ゲゴグ days ｪTab旭e ゴｫs Based on this approachp 
apparent RSA in our RTM was ゼsザズ m2｠gp essentia旭旭y the same as 
the BET surface areas Our RTM does not capture repeated evapo､
transpiration､driven wetting and drying cyc旭es experienced in the 
soi旭 co旭umnsp the formation of preferentia旭 f旭ow paths or possib旭e 
precipitation of secondary minera旭s occ旭uding disso旭ving surfacesp 
as seen in other mesocosm ERW experiments ｪAmann et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q 
Zhang et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs With constant moisture and drainagep our RTM 
is comparab旭e to batch reactor experiments where partic旭e surfaces 
are fu旭旭y wetted and exposed continua旭旭y to the f旭uids Neverthe旭essp 
our mode旭旭ed 旭eachate Si is s旭ight旭y underestimated compared to ob､
servationsp and our Si re旭ease rates ｪゲグ13 mol m┋ゴ s┋ゲp Tab旭e ゴｫ are 
旭ower than those reported for f旭uid batch reactors with mi旭旭ed basa旭t 
partic旭es in the absence of soi旭 and p旭ants ｪゲsザ芦 ┌ ゲグ11 mol Si m┋ゴ s┋ゲ 
to ゼsグ ┌ ゲグ10 mol Si m┋ゴ s┋ゲq at ゴズﾀCq Navarre､Sitch旭er ｹ Brant旭eyp 
ゴググゼｫs
ザsズ科|科Strontium isotope evidence for basa旭t 
disso旭ution
Radiogenic Sr isotopes he旭p determine the re旭ative contribution of 
Sr from cation sources ｪsoi旭 and basa旭tｫ to soi旭 co旭umn cation reser､
voirs ｪp旭antp soi旭 exchangeab旭e cation sites and 旭eachateｫs The initia旭 
ｪpretreatmentｫ exchangeab旭e soi旭 87Sr/86Sr ratio was the highest of 
the samp旭e set ｪグsゼゲゲ芦グｫ whi旭e the basa旭t si旭icate digest and car､
bonate 旭eachate 87Sr/86Sr ratios were the 旭owest of the samp旭e 
set ｪグsゼグジゴ芦 and グsゼグズジゲp respective旭yｫs Irrigation water had a Sr 
concentration be旭ow the detection 旭imit of the ICP､OES and so is 
assumed to have neg旭igib旭y contributed to the Sr isotope budget of 
the soi旭 co旭umnss Urea ｪCH4N2Oｫ is assumed to have a neg旭igib旭e Sr 
component.
Contro旭 p旭antp exchangeab旭e soi旭 and 旭eachate 87Sr/86Sr ratios 
were 旭ower than the initia旭 ｪpretreatmentｫ exchangeab旭e soi旭 87Sr/86Sr 
ratiop suggesting preferentia旭 weathering of soi旭 minera旭s with re旭a､
tively lower 87Sr/86Sr ratios throughout the experiment ｪFigure ジｫs 
Treatment ｪ┊basa旭tｫ p旭antp exchangeab旭e soi旭p and 旭eachate 87Sr/86Sr 
ratios were 旭ower than the 87Sr/86Sr ratios of the corresponding res､
ervoirs in the contro旭 ｪ┋basa旭tｫ soi旭 co旭umns and c旭oser to the basa旭t 
source ｪFigure ジｫs This provides c旭ear evidence for basa旭t disso旭ution 
and its contribution to the cation reservoirs in the treatment soi旭 
co旭umnss
Based on the two､component isotope､mixing mode旭 ｪEquation ゲｫp 
we ca旭cu旭ate that approximate旭y ジsゲ鯵p ザsグ鯵 and グsゾ鯵 of Sr in p旭antsp 
exchangeab旭e soi旭 and 旭eachatep respective旭yp originate from basa旭t 
weatherings These va旭ues represent 旭ower 旭imits and margina旭旭y in､
crease ｪジsゾ鯵p ザs葦鯵 and ゲsゲ鯵p respective旭yｫ if the basa旭t､derived Sr 
is assumed to originate from carbonate weatheringp and the basa旭t 
carbonate 旭eachate 87Sr/86Sr ratio is imp旭emented in the ca旭cu旭ation 
instead of the basa旭t si旭icate digest ratios These resu旭ts suggest that 
disso旭ved Ca is predominant旭y retained in the soi旭 co旭umn or trans､
ferred to p旭antsp with 旭itt旭e Ca mobi旭ized into 旭eachates We notep how､
everp that the transfer of basa旭t､derived Sr into pedogenic carbonate 
was not examined but this is 旭ike旭y to be sma旭旭 given no statistica旭旭y 
significant change in TIC between the contro旭 and treatment co旭umns 
ｪSection ザsゼｫs
ザs葦科|科Mycorrhiza旭 funga旭 grain interactions
Root､associating mycorrhiza旭 fungi are imp旭icated in fie旭d tria旭s ｪQuirk 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫ and experiments ｪQuirkp Andrewsp Leakep Banwartp ｹ 
Beer旭ingp ゴグゲジｫ in acce旭erating physica旭 and chemica旭 rates of min､
era旭 grain disso旭ution processess Consequent旭yp we examined inter､
actions between fungi and basa旭t grains in the root､exc旭uding ny旭on 
F I G U R E  ジ 科 Shifts in the strontium isotope composition of the major poo旭s in the mesocosmss ｪaｫ P旭ot shows the 87Sr/86Sr ratios versus  
ゲ｠Sr ratios for Sr sources as we旭旭 as cation reservoirs ｪises 旭eachatep exchangeab旭e soi旭 and Sorghum shootsｫ in treatment ｪ┊basa旭tｫ and contro旭 
ｪ┋basa旭tｫ soi旭 co旭umnss Red box indicates area expanded in ｪbｫs It is 旭ike旭y that ゲ｠Sr ratios in p旭antp 旭eachatep and exchangeab旭e soi旭 reservoirs 
do not conservative旭y trace source mixing in the co旭umn due to uptake of Sr by Sorghum
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mesh bags fi旭旭ed with basa旭t partic旭es in the Sorghum root zone ｪtop 
ゲズ cmｫs
Retrieva旭 of rock grains after ゲゴグ days indicated extensive co旭o､
nization by fungi ｪゴsグ ┓ グsゲ m hyphae｠g rockｫ simi旭ar to that reported 
for crushed basa旭t､fi旭旭ed mesh､bags buried in soi旭s beneath estab旭ished 
ｪゲグ･ザグ m highｫ trees with mycorrhiza旭 funga旭 partners ｪQuirk et a旭sp 
ゴグゲゴｫs Funga旭 hyphae pro旭iferated throughout grains in the basa旭t bagsp 
often connecting mu旭tip旭e grains ｪFigure Sゼｫs Hyphae were unpig､
mentedp 旭acked septa and possessed angu旭ar projections ｪFigure S芦ｫp 
typica旭 characteristics of AM fungi which supp旭y p旭ant roots with 
nutrients and contribute to bioweathering ｪBurghe旭ea et a旭sp ゴグゲズp 
ゴグゲ芦q Quirk et a旭sp ゴグゲゴp ゴグゲジｫs DNA extracted from mesh､bags on 
F I G U R E  ズ 科 Reactive transport 
mode旭旭ing of basa旭t minera旭 disso旭ution 
and carbon capture. Simulated 
changes in ｪaｫ disso旭ution of individua旭 
basa旭tic minera旭 components ｪas mo旭es 
column┋ゲｫp ｪbｫ secondary minera旭 or 
precipitate formationp ｪcｫ cumu旭ative 
CO2 sequestration with coarse､grained 
basa旭t ｪp芦グ ┎ ゲpゴズグ 拙mp ises 芦グ鯵 of 
partic旭es └ this diameterｫ and  
ｪdｫ cumu旭ative CO2 sequestration 
with a ゲグ､fo旭d finer､grained basa旭t 
ｪp芦グ ┎ ゲゴズ 拙mｫ
TA B L E  ザ 科 Estimated CO2 sequestration rates from p旭anted mesocosm enhanced rock weathering studies
 Rock materia旭




CO2 sequestered  
ｪt CO2｠haｫ




ten Berge et al. 
ｪゴグゲゴｫ
Olivine 1.63 0.62 0.29b稼 ゲゼs芦鯵 グsゾゲ ｪゲゾsズ鯵ｫ
Olivine 204 0.62 2.69b稼 ゲsザ鯵 グsゾゲ ｪゲsズ鯵ｫ
Amann et a旭s 
ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ
Dunite 220 1 0.023c稼 グsグゲ鯵 グs芦ジ ｪグsグゲ鯵ｫ
Dunite 220 1 0.049c稼 グsグゴ鯵 グs芦ジ ｪグsグザ鯵ｫ
Dietzen et a旭s 
ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ
Olivine 10 0.25 3.13d稼 ザゲsザ鯵 グs葦ゾ ｪジズsゴ鯵ｫ
Olivine 50 0.25 4.16d稼 芦sザ鯵 グs葦ゾ ｪゲゴsグ鯵ｫ
Haque et a旭s 
ｪゴグゲゾｫ
Wo旭旭as､tonite 221 0.15 39.3e稼 ゲゼs芦鯵 グsズゲ ｪザジs葦鯵ｫ
This study Basa旭t 100 1 2.36f稼 ゴsジ鯵 グsゲジ ｪゲゼsグ鯵ｫ
This study Basa旭t 100 1 3.01g稼 ザsグ鯵 グsゲジ ｪゴゲsゼ鯵ｫ
aWhere RCO2 is the ratio of CO2 removed per mass of rock weatheredp ca旭cu旭ated from reported MgO and CaO va旭ues and RCO2 equation in 
Renforth ｪゴグゲゴｫp and the percentage va旭ue in parentheses is the fraction of the RCO2 va旭ue attained by the mesocosm tria旭ss 
bCa旭cu旭ated from mass of Mg in p旭ant and soi旭 exchangeab旭e poo旭ss 
cCa旭cu旭ated from mass of Mg in 旭eachates 
dCa旭cu旭ated from mass of Mg in soi旭 exchangeab旭e poo旭s 
eCa旭cu旭ated from soi旭 inorganic carbonp a旭ka旭inity and thermogravimetric ana旭ysiss 
fMode旭旭ed with partic旭e p芦グ ┎ ゲpゴ芦グ 拙ms 
gMode旭旭ed with partic旭e p芦グ ┎ ゲゴ芦 拙ms 
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harvesting the p旭ants revea旭ed that up to ジズ鯵 of the funga旭 sequences 
were G旭omeromycotinap the phy旭um､forming AM ｪFigure Sジｫs This 
substantia旭 contribution of AM fungi to tota旭 funga旭 DNA 旭ike旭y un､
der､represents their hypha旭 biomass because not a旭旭 AM funga旭 hypha旭 
fragments contain nuc旭ei and they produce fewer spores than other 
funga旭 groups identified in the bags and so have a 旭ower DNArbiomass 
ratio.
Under scanning e旭ectron microscopyp weathered grains re､
trieved from the mesh bags co旭onized by AM fungi ｪises postex､
perimentｫ had roughp disruptedp surface structures and attached 
hyphae ｪFigure Sズｫp whereas unweathered grains ｪises pretreat､
mentｫ were characterized by smooth p旭anar surfacesp with 
sharper angu旭ar geometriesp suggesting crysta旭 c旭eavage surfaces 
ｪFigure S葦ｫs
ザsゼ科|科Mode旭旭ed basa旭t disso旭ution and CO2 
sequestration
Reactive transport mode旭 simu旭ationsp constrained by observations 
after ゲゴグ days of were run forward in time for ズ years to assess min､
era旭 disso旭ution and carbon capture dynamics beyond the timesca旭e 
of the experimenta旭 tria旭ss Mode旭 resu旭ts suggest that the o旭ivine and 
diopside basa旭tic minera旭s undergo rapid disso旭ution re旭ative to the 
F I G U R E  葦 科 Measured and mode旭旭ed 
soi旭 carbon changes in response to basa旭t 
treatments ｪaｫ Comparison of measured 
tota旭 inorganic carbon ｪTICｫ in soi旭s 
with and without basa旭t at four depthsp 
norma旭ized to TIC starting concentrationsp 
after ゲゴグ days ｪone､way MANOVAp 
p ┒ sグズｫs Dashed orange 旭ine is the ゲrゲ 旭ines 
ｪbｫ Comparison of observed soi旭 TIC in 
the postexperimenta旭 contro旭 ｪ┋basa旭t barｫ 
and basa旭t､treated ｪ┊basa旭t barｫ co旭umns 
ｪmean ┓ SE for a旭旭 depthsｫs A旭so shown is 
the reactive transport mode旭 predicted 
TIC increase due to resu旭t of basa旭t 
weathering ｪ┋basa旭t ┊ mode旭旭ed carbonate 
stacked barｫp which compares favourab旭y 
with observations ｪises so旭id barｫp and 
the very sma旭旭 increase accounted for 
by native basa旭t､carbonate disso旭ution 
and reprecipitation ｪ┋basa旭t ┊ basa旭t 
carbonateｫs ｪcｫ Comparison of measured 
tota旭 soi旭 organic carbon in soi旭s with and 
without basa旭t at four depthsp norma旭ized 
to starting concentrationsp after ゲゴグ days 
ｪone､way MANOVAp p ┒ sグズｫs Dashed 
orange 旭ine is the ゲrゲ 旭ines Error bars 
represent SE
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other components ｪFigure ズaｫs Simu旭ated basa旭t disso旭ution 旭eads to 
the formation of secondary minera旭s inc旭uding ca旭cite ｪca旭cium car､
bonateｫ and the amorphous phasesp A旭ｪOHｫ3 and FeｪOHｫ3 over timep 
which act as sinks for the weathered Cap A旭 and Fe ions respective旭y 
ｪFigure ズbｫs
Cumu旭ative tota旭 CO2 sequestration by coarse､grained ba､
sa旭t weathering is simu旭ated to reach ｶザ t CO2｠ha within ゴ years 
ｪFigure ズcｫp and continues to rise towards a maximum of ｶジ t CO2｠ha 
after ズ yearss Initia旭旭yp pedogenic carbonate ｪca旭citeｫ formation dom､
inates CO2 sequestration as the fast､reacting minera旭s ｪo旭ivine and 
diopsideｫ undergo disso旭ution re旭easing rapid旭y diva旭ent cationss 
Diopside is exhausted after approximate旭y ゴ yearsp and soi旭､formed 
ca旭cite begins to disso旭vep exiting the systems in the eff旭uent as bi､
carbonate and reprecipitated ca旭cium carbonatep a storage reservoir 
that 旭inear旭y rises over the ズ years of the simu旭ations ｪFigure ズcｫs 
Simu旭ations with a ゲグ､fo旭d sma旭旭er partic旭e size distribution resu旭t 
in a faster disso旭ution of o旭ivine and diopside 旭eading to more rapid 
CO2 sequestration via pedogenic carbonate formation ｪFigure ズdｫp 
but with simi旭ar cumu旭ative sequestration after ズ years ｪジsゴ t CO2｠ha 
for the coarse､grained basa旭t vss ジsジ t CO2｠ha for the ゲグ､fo旭d sma旭旭er 
partic旭esｫs Amp旭ification of carbon sequestration resu旭ting from the 
basa旭t treatmentp re旭ative to the ucontro旭 co旭umnsv was ザsゲ､ and ザsゴ､
fo旭d after ズ years for the two sets of simu旭ations ｪexperiment and 
sma旭旭 partic旭es respective旭yｫs Estimated CO2 sequestration rates via 
basa旭t weathering in our p旭anted mesocosms are comparab旭e with 
those of prior mesocosm ERW studies in which soi旭s were amended 
with mi旭旭ed si旭icates ｪTab旭e ザｫs App旭ication ratesp types of si旭icatep irri､
gation regimes and duration of experiment contribute differences in 
estimated CO2 sequestration ratesp but 旭owest rates correspond to 
studies in which pedogenic carbonate formation has not been esti､
mated ｪTab旭e ザｫs
Both sets of RTM simu旭ations support the app旭ication of 旭arger 
partic旭e sizes for Oregon basa旭t for carbon remova旭 than are typica旭旭y 
adopted in ERW numerica旭 studiesｦor examp旭ep ゲグ･ゴグ 拙m diameter 
ｪK塾h旭er et a旭sp ゴグゲグq Moosdorfp Renforthp ｹ Hartmannp ゴグゲジq Stref旭er 
et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q Tay旭or et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs This reduces the energy demands for 
mi旭旭ing and the associated carbon emissions pena旭ty from the use of 
fossi旭 fue旭s ｪLefebvre et a旭sp ゴグゲゾq Moosdorf et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs In practi､
ca旭 termsp carbon remova旭 rates may be 旭owered by ゲグ鯵･ザグ鯵 after 
accounting for CO2 emissions from 旭ogistica旭 operations ｪminingp 
grindingp distributing and spreadingq Lefebvre et a旭sp ゴグゲゾq Moosdorf 
et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs Neverthe旭essp our resu旭ts support ERW as an effective 
c旭imate change mitigation too旭 comparab旭e to wide旭y advocated ag､
ricu旭ture､based greenhouse gas mitigation measuresp inc旭uding seta､
sidep grazing 旭and and crop旭and management options ｪPaustian et a旭sp 
ゴグゲ葦ｫs
A TIC budget based on our experimenta旭 observations indicates 
no significant ｪp ┒ sグズｫ change in pedogenic carbonate minera旭 for､
mation across a旭旭 depths ｪFigure 葦aｫ over the ゲゴグ､day experiments 
Statistica旭 comparison of s旭opes of the fitted regression and the ゲrゲ 
旭ine indicated no significant difference ｪp ┒ sグズq MANOVAｫs The 
mode旭旭ed change in soi旭 TIC in the postexperiment basa旭t treated 
co旭umns is sma旭旭 compared to the background TIC 旭eve旭 in the contro旭 
co旭umns ｪFigure 葦bｫs Simu旭ation resu旭ts ｪFigure ズbｫ indicate the 
duration of our experiment was 旭ike旭y too short to detect a substan､
tia旭 increase soi旭 TIC with basa旭t treatment ｪFigure 葦ｫs Precipitation of 
inorganic carbon through pedogenic carbonate formation ｪFigures ズ 
and 葦ｫ has neverthe旭ess been reported for pot､based tria旭s with 
wo旭旭astonite､amended agricu旭tura旭 soi旭 supporting maize and beans 
ｪHaque et a旭sp ゴグゲゾｫp and a 旭ong､term ｪゼ yearｫ fie旭d study ｪManning 
et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs Howeverp the fate of pedogenic carbonate wi旭旭 depend 
on seasona旭 rainfa旭旭 patterns and 旭and managements Its fate requires 
assessment in fie旭d sca旭e tria旭s under different c旭imatic conditions 
and farming practices ｪZamanianp Pustovoytovp ｹ Kuzyakovp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
We recognize that CO2 may have been 旭ost from our experi､
menta旭 basa旭t､treated co旭umns via soi旭 organic matter minera旭iza､
tionp and CO2 re旭ease by respiration in response to increased pH 
ｪMa旭ik et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Howeverp the agricu旭tura旭 soi旭 in the co旭umns 
was 旭ow in organic matter ｪｶゲ鯵ｫp in common with most agricu旭tura旭 
soi旭sp and the contro旭 and treated soi旭 organic carbon concentra､
tions matched each other after ゲゴグ days ｪFigure 葦cｫs Soi旭 respi､
ration measurements fo旭旭owing 旭ow ｪゲグ t｠haｫ and high ｪズグ t｠haｫ 
app旭ications of fine旭y powdered o旭ivine to an acidic organic､rich 
podzo旭 soi旭 ｪpH ┎ ジsゾｫ support this viewp with no significant in､
creases in cumu旭ative CO2 f旭uxes re旭ative to unamended contro旭s 
ｪDietzen et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs
ジ科 |科CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that amending a s旭ight旭y acidic c旭ay､旭oam soi旭 with 
a high 旭oading of coarse､grained basa旭tic rock dust substantia旭旭y in､
creases Sorghum yie旭d without P and K ferti旭izer usage or adverse 
trace e旭ement uptake into the seedp under experimenta旭 conditionss 
E旭ementa旭 mass budgets indicate that products of basa旭t disso旭ution 
ｪa旭ka旭inity and cationsｫ wi旭旭 not be immediate旭y transported direct旭y 
to the marine environment via surface waters because of uptake 
of e旭ements into p旭ant biomass and temporary sequestration onto 
soi旭 exchangeab旭e sites ｪesgs c旭ay and organic matterｫs Geochemica旭 
reactive transport mode旭旭ing indicates that a sing旭e app旭ication of 
basa旭t might achieve carbon sequestration rates of ゴ･ジ t CO2｠ha 
over ゲ･ズ yearss The fates of the new旭y formed soi旭 carbonates and 
weathered e旭ements taken up into biomass wi旭旭 depend on 旭and man､
agement practicess The 旭ong､term fate of these weathering products 
requires assessment through fie旭d tria旭ss Current旭yp primari旭y crop 
grain biomass is removed from fie旭ds and the shredded fast､decom､
posing stover norma旭旭y returned back to the soi旭sp whereby cations 
taken up by this unharvested biomass become avai旭ab旭e to partici､
pate in carbon capture.
Our study with a c旭ay､旭oam soi旭 represents a first step to､
wards supporting the app旭icabi旭ity of ERW to European and North 
American agricu旭ture in which cerea旭s with high si旭ica demand are 
the most important cropss Howeverp further investigations are 
warranted at 旭ower rates of basa旭tic rock dust app旭ication to opti､
mize cost effectivenesss If yie旭d improvements fo旭旭ow under fie旭d 
conditionsp associated economic gains cou旭d offset costs of ERW 
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dep旭oyments Furthermorep vo旭canic rock dust is a recognized ferti旭､
izer in organic agricu旭ture ｪVan Straatenp ゴググ葦ｫ whichp by avoiding 
superphosphate ferti旭izersp supports diverse active mycorrhiza旭 fun､
ga旭 networks ｪVerbruggen et a旭sp ゴグゲゾｫ to faci旭itate minera旭 disso旭u､
tion and subsequent CDR ｪBurghe旭ea et a旭sp ゴグゲズp ゴグゲ芦q Quirk et a旭sp 
ゴグゲゴp ゴグゲジｫs With organic agricu旭ture 旭and area increasing fourfo旭d in 
ゲグ years to occupy ズゼs芦 mi旭旭ion hectares ｪin ゴグゲ芦ｫ across ゲゼ芦 coun､
triesp our findings high旭ight new opportunities for upsca旭ing ERW 
practices in this rapid旭y expanding sector ｪOrganics Internationa旭p 
ゴグゲ芦ｫs Furthermorep it raises the prospect that conventiona旭旭y man､
aged agricu旭tura旭 旭and suffering dep旭etion of avai旭ab旭e si旭icon poo旭s 
as a resu旭t of intensive croppingp with cerea旭s and straw and stover 
remova旭 for biofue旭s and other uses ｪHaynesp ゴグゲゼｫp may a旭so be suit､
ab旭e for ERWs
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